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Relates the democratic potential of the electronic technologies to the idea of direct-participatory democracy. Clarifying the original
meaning of the idea of democracy, this book develops a different theory of democracy, Direct-Deliberative e-Democracy.
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E-voting is the use of electronic means in the casting of the vote at political elections or referendums. This book provides an
overview of e-voting related case-law worldwide and explains how judicial decisions impact e-voting development. With
contributions by renowned experts on thirteen countries, the authors discuss e-voting both from controlled environments, such as
voting machines in polling stations, and uncontrolled ones, including internet voting. Each chapter examines a group of countryspecific leading judicial decisions on e-voting and their likely impact on its future development. Reference is made to emerging
standards on e-voting such as the Recommendation Rec(2004)11 of the Council of Europe, the only international instrument on evoting regulation, and to other countries' case-law. The work provides a broader, informative and easily accessible perspective on
the historical, political and legal aspects of an otherwise very technical subject, and contributes to a better understanding of the
significance of case law and its impact in shaping e-voting's future development. The book will be significantly useful to anyone
with an interest in e-voting, in particular decision makers and officials, researchers and academia, as well as NGOs and providers
of e-voting solutions.

Captain Harry Butler, AFC, was a national hero in the early 1920s. Hailed as a top aviator, his legacy continues to this
day, yet he has been largely forgotten. Harry Butler returned from war with two aircraft and dreams of starting an
industry. With his little crimson monoplane, Red Devil, Captain Butler inspired many thousands as he performed aerial
shows in support of Peace Loan efforts. He made the first airmail crossing over a significant body of water in the
Southern Hemisphere; established, with the famous engineer Harry Kauper, the first passenger flight business in South
Australia; took the first aerial photographs; and set up what became the first Commonwealth Government airport in
Adelaide. From Butler's childhood in the tiny farming community of Minlaton, where he was inspired by stories of early
flight experimentation, to his role as a senior flight instructor in the Royal Flying Corps in England and his postwar
experiences, The Red Devil tells the story of a pivotal figure in early aviation in Australia and, through his pilot training
role, throughout the world.
CONTENTS: 1. Locating Ecological Sensibility: An Insight into The Hungry Tide by Malabika Sinha 2. Confronting the
Challenge of Internal Displacement in Nigeria: A Social Protection Policy Approach by Kingsley Onyemekara Emecheta
et al. 3. Inter-Party Conflict in Bangladesh: A Theoretical Overview by Md. Moynul Haque 4. Malaysian and Nigerian
Foreign Policy in Comparative Perspective by Michael B. Aleyomi et al.
Vols. 30-54 (1932-46) issued in 2 separately paged sections: General editorial section and a Transactions section.
Beginning in 1947, the Transactions section is continued as SAE quarterly transactions.
New Scientist magazine was launched in 1956 "for all those men and women who are interested in scientific discovery, and in its industrial,
commercial and social consequences". The brand's mission is no different today - for its consumers, New Scientist reports, explores and
interprets the results of human endeavour set in the context of society and culture.
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Volume 27 of the Naval Chronicle (1812) describes worsening Anglo-American diplomatic relations and the assassination
of the Prime Minister.
The period since the Global Financial Crisis and numerous scandals have exposed some areas of serious illegal and
unethical conduct within western banking systems. Despite extensive reforms it is increasingly apparent however that
there is a persistent problem with the 'culture' of banking in Anglo-America. US and UK state managers made substantial
efforts to reform the culture of their banking sectors. However, this book argues that they focused on an extremely narrow
definition of bank culture. They did so for two reasons: firstly, because the structural pressures of financialization - which
are a far more important driver of the problematic features of bank culture in Anglo-America - are harder to remedy; but
secondly, state managers also used their bank culture response to tackle a legitimacy crisis facing their institutions of
government. In so doing they abdicated responsibility for the real problems - of inequality and instability - associated with
their respective financial systems Drawing on interviews with more than 150 individuals working in financial services as
well as regulators, politicians, and lawyers, The Bank Culture Debate explains the strategies employed by state
managers before then examining what has and has not changed in the culture of banking in the US and UK.
The SAGE Encyclopedia of Political Behavior explores the intersection of psychology, political science, sociology, and
human behavior. This encyclopedia integrates theories, research, and case studies from a variety of disciplines that
inform this established area of study. Aimed at college and university students, this one-of-a-kind book covers voting
patterns, interactions between groups, what makes different types of government systems appealing to different
societies, and the impact of early childhood development on political beliefs, among others. Topics explored by political
psychologists are of great interest in fields beyond either psychology or political science, with implications, for instance,
within business and management.
This book is the third of three volumes containing papers presented at the Seventh World Congress of the Econometric Society. The papers
summarize and interpret key recent developments and discuss current and future directions in a wide range of topics in economics and
econometrics. They cover both theory and applications. Authored by leading specialists in their fields these volumes provide a unique survey
of progress in the discipline.
PLEASE VISIT WEBSITE:- www.owaysonline.com FOR CHEAPEST NOTES Subjects:- 1) Cargo Handling And Stowage 2) Terrestial and
Celestial Navigation 3) Naval Architecture 4) Metereology 5) Ship Safety
Nobel prize winner Ilya Prigogine writes in his preface: "Irreversibility is a challenge to mathematics...[which] leads to generalized functions
and to an extension of spectral analysis beyond the conventional Hilbert space theory." Meeting this challenge required new mathematical
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formulations-obstacles met and largely overcome thanks primarily to the contributors to this volume." This compilation of works grew out of
material presented at the "Hyperfunctions, Operator Theory and Dynamical Systems" symposium at the International Solvay Institutes for
Physics and Chemistry in 1997. The result is a coherently organized collective work that moves from general, widely applicable mathematical
methods to ever more specialized physical applications. Presented in two sections, part one describes Generalized Functions and Operator
Theory, part two addresses Operator Theory and Dynamical Systems. The interplay between mathematics and physics is now more
necessary than ever-and more difficult than ever, given the increasing complexity of theories and methods.
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